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Trion, a quasiparticle comprising one exciton and an additional charge carrier1, offers 

unique opportunities for generating spin-photon entanglement2, 3 that can be used in 

quantum switches4, quantum repeaters5, and quantum teleportation6, all highly relevant for 

developing quantum networks. However, formation of trions in strongly confined low-

dimensional materials is often deemed detrimental7. This is because trion emission in such 

materials is typically prohibited due to the predominant nonradiative Auger recombination 

processes8. Semiconductor nanoplatelets with their strong confinement in the thickness 

direction and extended lateral geometries exhibit large exciton coherence sizes9 and reduced 

carrier-carrier interactions10 that may enable unprecedented trion properties. Here we 

perform optical spectroscopic studies of individual CdSe nanoplatelets at cryogenic 

temperatures and observe bright trion emission with intensities comparable to that of 
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neutral exciton emission. Our theoretical modeling reveals distinct size-tunable trion states 

in the nanoplatelets that is advantageous for efficient trion emission. These properties make 

semiconductor nanoplatelets potential candidates as photon sources for spin-photon 

interface based quantum devices4, 5, 11.  

Strongly confined low-dimensional materials often exhibit distinct optical and electrical properties 

from their bulk counterparts. In these materials, the spatial confinement of charge carriers and 

drastically reduced dielectric screening result in enhanced Coulomb interactions12. This effect not 

only leads to large exciton binding energies, but also increased interparticle interactions involving 

multiple charge carriers. In strongly confined semiconductor quantum dots, the enhanced multi-

carrier interaction leads to an ultrafast Auger recombination effect8,  a nonradiative recombination 

process that transfers the recombination energy of one electron-hole pair to the remaining charge 

carriers. Because this process is orders of magnitude faster than radiative recombination 

processes13, emission from multi-carrier states such as trions in strongly confined quantum dots is 

usually faint if detectable at all14, 15. 

Despite the challenges in detecting emission from trions, they are of high technical relevance to 

quantum information applications. The spin of the extra charge in a trion can essentially be used 

as a natural two-level quantum system for qubits3, 16. Protocols for their applications in quantum 

repeaters17, quantum switches4, and quantum memories11 have also been proposed. To mitigate the 

limitations imposed by Auger recombination effects and harvest trions for potential applications, 

confinement potential engineering has been proposed as an efficient approach to suppress Auger 

recombination processes and enhance trion emission18. In this regard, semiconductor nanoplatelets 

(NPLs) present an exciting opportunity for hosting trions. Due to their atomic layer thicknesses 
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and extended lateral sizes, spatial overlap of the electron and hole wavefunctions, and hence the 

carrier dynamics and interparticle interactions in NPLs are notably different from these of quantum 

dots19, 20. 

Here, we study the electronic fine structures of NPLs using cryogenic-temperature single particle 

spectroscopy. The CdSe/CdS/ZnS core/shell/shell NPLs used in this study were synthesized 

following a previously published method21. They consist of four monolayer thick CdSe cores with 

an average lateral dimension of 21.3 x 6.9 nm2, and two monolayers of CdS and ZnS shells each 

conformally wrapping the cores (see Fig. 1a for TEM images of the NPLs). Fig. 1c shows a 

photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the ensemble NPLs measured at room temperature with a 

 

Figure 1. Characterization of the core/shell/shell nanoplatelets. a, A TEM image of the 

NPLs. b, A scanning PL image of scattered NPLs. c, PL spectrum of ensemble NPLs measured 

at room temperature (solid line) and the energy distribution of 41 individual NPLs at 5 K 

(histogram).  
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spectral maximum at 1.91 eV. When cooled to 5 K, a blue shift in the PL spectra can be observed. 

The histogram in Fig. 1c shows PL peak distributions of single NPLs measured at 5 K. This blue 

shift in PL spectra at low temperature can be attributed to electron-lattice interaction and lattice 

dilation22. 

The narrow spectral linewidths of the single NPLs at cryogenic temperatures allow us to observe 

two distinct spectral patterns. In the first type of spectral patterns, the NPLs exhibit single spectral 

peaks. A representative PL spectral time sequence is shown in Fig. 2a. Single peak emission with 

a small spectral wandering of less than 0.8 meV can be observed. The line shape of the emission 

peak clearly follows a Lorentzian function with no detectable phonon sideband (Fig. 2c), likely 

due to the weak electron-phonon interactions in NPLs23. A linewidth of 0.64 meV of the emission 

peak approaches the lifetime-limited spectral linewidth, consistent with previous reports19, 24. In 

some NPLs, spectral diffusion which manifests itself either as spectral line wandering or 

inhomogeneous broadening can be observed (see Supplementary Information Section 1). Such 

signatures have also been observed in zero-dimensional quantum dots25 and one-dimensional 

carbon nanotubes26 and can be ascribed to the quantum confined Stark effect caused by local field 

fluctuations.  

Aside from the single PL peak pattern observed in some NPLs, the other NPLs (30 out of 41) 

display a different spectral pattern. In these NPLs, two distinct PL peaks with an energy spacing 

of 5.1 – 16.0 meV can be observed (Fig. 2b and 2d). The average energy spacing ∆E of around 

10.5 meV (Fig. 3b) distinguishes this second spectral feature from previously reported phonon 

sidebands23 and excimer emission from NPL ensembles27, which show energy spacings in the 

range of 20 to 30 meV. Most importantly, the abrupt and correlated switching between the two PL 

peaks (Fig. 2b) leads us to the conclusion that they are emission from neutral and charged excitons, 
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Figure 2. Emission spectra of individual nanoplatelets at 5 K. a, b, Time sequences of PL 

spectra with an integration time of 2 s from two individual NPLs measured at 5 K. A single 

peak can be observed for the NPL in a and two spectral features corresponding to neutral and 

trion emission can be observed for the NPL in b. c, d, Time integrated PL spectra constructed 

from the highlighted areas in a and b. The black curve in c is a Lorentzian fit to the spectrum. 

e, Schematic of the energy level diagrams displaying the optical transitions in neutral and 

charged NPLs. Trapping of a charge carrier leads to the formation of a charged NPL.  Excitation 

of a neutral NPL from the group state generates a neutral exciton, whereas that of a charged 

NPL leads to a trion. 
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respectively. When a charge carrier is trapped in a NPL (Fig. 2e), its excitation generates a charged 

exciton (i.e. a trion). Relaxation of the trion back to the charged ground state leads to the emission 

of a photon – the trion emission. The switch between a neutral and charged NPL can happen on 

different time scales. In some NPLs, the switch can happen so fast that it is within our integration 

time, hence the coexistence of the two spectral features in Fig. 2b and 2d. In some other cases, the 

charged state can persist for many seconds (Supplementary Information Section 2). Variation in 

the switch time between neutral and charged NPL may be related to the specific local environment 

that a single NPL is in, and could be effectively controlled by applying gate voltages to the NPLs28.  

To further confirm this assignment, we calculate the band-edge electronic states of the NPLs using 

an atomistic tight-binding method. We first define the atomistic core-shell-shell geometry of the 

NPLs. We then calculate the single-particle band edge states using the 20-band sp3d5s* tight-

binding model29, 30. With the single-particle electron and hole states, we compute the manybody 

energies of excitons and trions using a configuration interaction approach. Finally, we calculate 

the emission spectra from the lowest energy complexes utilizing Fermi’s Golden Rule (see 

Methods).  A calculated spectrum of a NPL with the same dimensionality as those used in this 

study is shown in Fig. 3a. Here, the transition energy differences ∆E between the lowest bright 

neutral (denoted as X) and trion (denoted as T) states are plotted against the normalized oscillator 

strengths of the states. The trion states, including both the positive (T+) and negative trions (T-), 

appear at the lower energy side of the neutral exciton state, with an energy difference |∆E| of 5.5 

meV and 11.3 meV, respectively. This confirms our previous assumption that the two spectral 

features observed in some NPLs originate from neutral excitons and trions, with the low energy 

peak corresponding to the trions. The average energy spacing of 10.5 meV between the neutral 

excitons and trions is smaller than that observed in CdSe quantum dots (15 – 22 meV)31 but larger 
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than that in quantum wells (0.5 – 1 meV)32, consistent with the intermediate quantum confinement 

 

Figure 3. Calculations of band-edge energy states. a,  Calculated band-edge states including 

the lowest bright neutral excitons, positive and negative trions. b, Energy spacing ∆E between 

the neutral exciton and trion emission peaks plotted as a function of the neutral exciton energy 

EX. The average value 〈|∆𝐸|〉 is 10.5 meV. c, Integrated intensity ratio between the neutral 

exciton and trion emission peaks plotted as a function of the neutral exciton energy. An average 

value of 1.04 is obtained. d, e, Lateral size dependent energy spacing ∆E (d) and trion/exciton 

emission intensity ratios (e). Here, size of the NPLs are normalized to S0 = 21.3 x 6.9 nm2. The 

solid black lines are guides to the eye. 
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nature of the NPLs. A comparison between the calculated (Fig.3a) and experimentally measured 

(Fig. 3b) ∆E further indicates that, while it is unattainable to assign the exact species of trions for 

each individual NPLs, majority of them likely possess negative trions. This is in an excellent 

agreement with a recent magneto-optical study of ensemble NPLs33. More interestingly, our 

calculations show that the value of ∆E is highly dependent on the lateral sizes of the NPLs (Fig. 

3d). This is especially true in the case of positive trions, which show a crossover from positive 

values in small NPLs (i.e. the positive trion peak appears at the high energy side with respect to 

the neutral exciton peak) to negative values in large NPLs (i.e. the positive trion peak at the low 

energy side with respect to the neutral exciton peak) (see Supplementary Information Section 3 for 

calculated spectra of NPLs with various lateral sizes). This size-tunable trion emission may open 

new opportunities for obtaining bright trion emission at room temperature. 

Having confirmed the origin of the two spectral features, we compare their PL intensities. 

Interestingly, the emission intensity of the trions is slightly higher than that of neutral excitons 

(Fig. 3c), in reasonable agreement with the theoretically calculated oscillator strength ratios (Fig. 

3a). Similar to the ∆E values, a size dependent oscillator strength ratio between the neutral exciton 

and trion states can be observed (Fig. 3e). This peculiar bright trion emission in NPLs is closely 

related to their unique carrier dynamics determined by their extended lateral geometries. As 

discussed earlier, because the nonradiative Auger recombination process in strongly confined low-

dimensional materials is typically orders of magnitude faster than the radiative recombination 

processes, multiexciton emission is severely diminished in these materials. However, the fact that 

we observe bright trion emission with an intensity comparable to that of neutral excitons indicates 

that Auger recombination is no longer the dominant recombination channel in charged NPLs. 

Instead, the radiative decay rate of the charged NPLs has to be comparable to the Auger 
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recombination rate for the bright trion emission to occur. To verify this, we measure the PL 

radiative decay rate of the individual NPLs at 5 K and compare it to the previously reported Auger 

recombination rates of core/shell NPLs20. PL intensity-dependent carrier dynamics of the NPLs 

were measured using a time-tagged time-resolved method. A representative PL time trace of an 

individual NPL at 5 K is shown in Fig. 4a (see Supplementary Information S4 for photo-correlation 

measurements verifying the single particle nature of the measured NPLs), where no drastic PL 

fluctuation or blinking is observed. Using a previously established method in which the maximum 

PL intensity periods in a time trace were considered to have a unity quantum yield and the 

corresponding lifetime solely contributed by the radiative recombination process34, 35, we derive 

 

Figure 4. Carrier dynamics of the nanoplatelets. a, c, PL time traces of individual NPLs 

measured at 5 K (a) and room temperature (c). b, d, PL decay curves constructed from the 

maximum PL intensity periods highlighted in a and c. Gray curves: the instrument response 

function. Black curves: single exponential fittings to the decay curves by deconvoluting the 

instrument response function.  
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the radiative decay rates of the NPLs by constructing PL decay curves from the maximum PL 

intensity periods. Fig. 4b shows one such example and it can be well fit with a single exponential 

function by deconvoluting the instrument response function. This yields a corresponding radiative 

lifetime of 1.60 ns. Performing similar measurements on 33 individual NPLs at 5 K gives an 

average radiative lifetime of 1.28 ns (see Supplementary Information S5 for histograms). We note 

that the radiative lifetime measured here might be that of the neutral excitons, trions, or both 

species because from the PL time traces we cannot distinguish the emission from neutral or 

charged excitons. However, this value sets an upper limit for the radiative lifetime of the trions, 

which typically decays a few times faster than neutral excitons (i.e. kr,T > kr,X in Fig. 2e)36.  

This average radiative lifetime of 1.28 ns at 5 K is nearly one order of magnitude smaller than that 

measured at room temperature using a similar method, which is found to be around 13.7 ns (Fig. 

4d and Supporting Information S4 for distribution). The reduction in the radiative lifetime with 

temperature also explains the suppressed PL blinking/fluctuation at 5 K (Fig. 4a, 4c) for the reason 

that the radiative decay process becomes more predominant compared to nonradiative channels. 

This fast radiative decay rate (1/1.28 ns) makes it comparable to Auger recombination rates in 

core/shell NPLs of similar compositions and sizes, which were measured to be around 1/2 ns20, 

remarkably smaller than those in quantum dots13. With that, we infer that the bright trion emission 

in core/shell NPLs at 5 K can be attributed to two major reasons – the fast radiative decay rate at 

low temperatures and the inhibited Auger recombination processes, both due to the extended 

lateral geometries of the NPLs.  

These findings indicate that NPLs, with their unique lateral size-dependent carrier dynamics, 

present an interesting material platform for harvesting multi-carrier emission. By applying gate 

voltages, extra charge carriers can be deterministically injected one-by-one into the NPLs to 
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generate bright trion emission. Energy spacing between the trion and exciton states can be tuned 

by the NPL lateral sizes so that room temperature trion emission is attainable. These distinct trion 

features in NPLs pose an exciting opportunity for their applications in lasing37, light-emitting 

diodes38, and quantum logic devices4, 6, 11, 17.  

 

Methods 

Optical Measurements of Single Nanoplatelets. Samples for single particle optical 

measurements were prepared by spin coating diluted solutions of nanoplatelets onto quartz 

substrates. For cryogenic temperature measurements, the substrates were immersed in liquid 

helium in a bath cryostat that is coupled to a home-built confocal laser microscope. A pulsed diode 

laser with a wavelength of 400 nm was focused onto the samples by a microscope objective (60X, 

NA = 1.40 or 60X, NA = 0.7). Emission from the samples was collected by the same objective and 

sent to a CCD camera installed on a 500 mm spectrograph for imaging and spectroscopy 

measurements. Time-resolved photoluminescence and photon correlation measurements were 

performed using two single photon avalanche diodes in a Hanbury-Brown and Twiss geometry. A 

time-correlated single photon counting electronic system from PicoQuant (HydraHarp 400) was 

used for these measurements. 

Atomistic tight-binding calculations. Electronic and optical properties of the NPLs were 

computed using the QNANO code29, 30. To define the atomistic geometry of the NPLs, four 

monolayer cores of zincblende CdSe with lattice constant 6.02 Angstroms with various lateral 

dimensions were generated. A two monolayer conformal shell of zincblende CdS, followed by a 

two monolayer conformal shell of zincblende ZnS were then added. Due to the lattice mismatch 
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of the core and shells, we then relaxed the atomic positions using a Keating valence force field 

model, resulting in the final atomic positions.  

To calculate the single-particle band edge state, a 20 band sp3d5s* model was used as the basis on 

each atom. The tight-binding parameters were fit to density functional theory calculations of the 

band structures of bulk materials of zincblende CdSe, CdS, and ZnS separately. To ensure that the 

fit parameters were consistent, initial guesses based on analytic solutions to the sp3d5s* model were 

used. The manybody energies and wavefunctions of the excitons and trions were calculated using 

full configuration interaction of the manybody Hamiltonian. The number of band-edge hole and 

electron states included in the manybody was chosen such that the resulting energies were 

converged to less than a meV (see Supporting Information S6). 

 

Supplementary information  

The following files are available free of charge. Spectral diffusion in single nanoplatelets; trion 

emission in single nanoplatelets; calculation of band-edge states in NPLs with various lateral sizes; 

second-order photon-correlation measurements of single nanoplatelets; radiative lifetime 

distributions of the nanoplatelets; convergence of excitonic complex energies (PDF). 
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